
Aug 08       Optics / H(e, e’) Singles Checkout  DONE 

Sep 12-16  Pre-Beam Checkout  
(hardware trigger - DONE,  set spectrometers @ MF kinematics - PENDING) 

Sep 17 - 28 
0. Accelerator is asking for a shift to get 5th pass setup ~ 8 hrs  

1. Beam / Trigger Checkout    ~ 1 hr         - PENDING  

2. NOTE: MCC will need to do Ion chamber calibrations when we go to new targets; Doug has asked for all solids to  
be ONE calibration, but I haven’t heard final status of that request ~2-3 hrs 

3. H(e,e’p) Norm/HV-test/proton absorption  ~  2 hrs    - PENDING   

4. Production Mean-Field        ~  8 hrs ( 1 hr / target) + Al dummy (20 min)  - PENDING 

5. Production SRC                   ~ 151 hrs    - PENDING 

Target Boiling Studies (LD2)  ~ 40 min        - PENDING  (do right after LD2 data-taking; MCC must be able to deliver up to 80 uA ) 
BCM Calibrations                    ~ 1 hr           - PENDING (do whenever MCC is able to deliver up to 80 uA stable) 
Beam Energy Measurement — “Let other run groups do measurement, since we’ll be at 5 pass for a while” - Doug 

NOTE:   If we look like we are going to finish the MF on Sunday swing/Monday owl, Doug would suggest taking extra MF statistics.    
Accelerator will work on getting to high current Monday day.   Of course, it is possible there will be no issue getting to 80 uA, BUT I 
would not count on it. 
——————————————————————————— 
subtotal                                     166 hrs   
——————————————————————————— 
target changes                                      ~ 1 hr  ( 3 min/target | , MF - 9 targets, SRC - 9 targets)                           
HMS spec. rotation/magnet change   ~ 40 min (time needed to get precise dipole NMR in HMS) 
================================================               
TOTAL                                     ~ 168 hrs (7 days) + 8 hrs for Accelerator get 5th pass set-up

* NOTE-1:  0.5 “fudge factor” applied in production MF and SRC count estimates (account for detector inefficiencies and model underestimates) 
* NOTE-2:  beam time estimates assume a 50% beam efficiency



Break-Up of *PAC hours for CaFe production
*PAC: beam-on-target hours

Table from Dien Nguyen



CaFe Production Kinematics

MF

SRC

Table from Dien Nguyen


